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Appendix 1. Interview Question
ABSTRACT

The revolution of communication and information affect how people do their business where in this era people expect to be more productive by get everything done in faster, accurate, and cheaper manner. To achieve those expectations, the role of Management Information System (MIS) becomes unavoidable things. Data are very important for today’s organizations, and management of data is considered an integral part of organization strategy. A big and well established cigarette company such as Company X especially in Fixed Asset Accounting department process huge number data. Through Fixed Asset Accounting department, Company X have to manage tens of thousands assets data throughout Indonesia accurately and in timely manner. MIS for Fixed Asset Accounting team have been developed, but with the spirit of continuous improvement, evaluation on the MIS still needs to be conducted. The purpose of evaluation is to assess whether the objectives, which is employees productivity is reached and what kind of improvement could be made for better MIS. This study is a qualitative study and the research methods used are interview and direct observation towards Company X’s Fixed Asset Management Information System. This study shows how well Company X in developing and supporting their system. Although some weaknesses still occur, Company X’s Fixed Asset Management Information System has been able to create productivity for the employees by producing work result which more accurate, done faster, reliable, and reduce cost in the long run.
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